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When the darkening lets go of Naomi for a brief period, it throws her into a spiral of grief, sadness, and
depression. The darkening takes hold of Naomi again in Chapter 4, which leads her to attempt suicide without
her knowledge. She then experiences another darkening when she learns that she is the one who murdered
Seiko under the influence of the darkening. The same events are shown in Corpse Party: Ayumi Shinozaki
Edit During her time in Heavenly Host, Ayumi is prone to being possessed, possibly due to her high
sensitivity to spirits, but it should not be confused with the influence of the darkening. In Chapter 5 of Corpse
Party, Yuki Kanno mentioned that Ayumi already showed signs of the darkening and it began to take hold of
her. If Yoshiki decides not to return to Heavenly Host with Ayumi, she will opt to go back on her own.
However, it is unclear if these actions are fueled by the darkening or simply out of jealousy. This enrages him,
and he starts chasing Sachiko. Naomi follows him, but she falls behind. In the end it is shown that he came
back in hope of protecting Ayumi, but succumbs to the darkening near the incinerator and dies. She visited
and watched Morishige performed on-stage in Heavenly Host. She first began to darken after Kizami taunted
Morishige and made him took his own life away despite trying to reach to him with her voice but as a result, it
failed to reach him. As a result, it successfully revived Mayu but came with errors. Shortly after the revived
Mayu was materialized, she was once again killed by supernatural forces and her spirit was sent back to
Heavenly Host and she darkened even more. In the beginning of Corpse Party: Mayu desperately calls out for
Morishige, and then proceeds to chase and attack Ayumi with no hesitation. Sakutaro Morishige In Corpse
Party: Book of Shadows , Sakutaro can succumb to darkening in many ways. In addition, she is seen
hallucinating while meeting up with Naho in Corpse Party: Book of Shadows manga. He then proceeds to
chase Aiko throughout the school. Azusa Takai Edit It is revealed that Azusa fell victim to the darkening at
some point. It is unclear what becomes of her after Corpse Party: Significant plot details end here.
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His next single, " Rubber Ball " , U. He has cited as influences, producer Snuff Garrett and his personal
manager, Arnold Mills. However, that was merely the record label giving a name to the studio musicians
working that day. They had not backed him since Kennedy was assassinated that afternoon while touring
Dallas in an open car caravan. Others included were alternate takes and first-time stereo releases as well as
tracks from the album Bobby Vee Live on Tour, without the "canned" audience. On March 28, , he became the
th inductee into the Rockabilly Hall of Fame. Dion DiMucci , the fourth headliner, had opted not to travel on
the plane. It crashed near Clear Lake, Iowa , en route to the next show on the tour itinerary, in Moorhead,
Minnesota. Velline, then 15 years old, and a hastily assembled band of Fargo schoolboys including his older
brother Bill [6] calling themselves the Shadows volunteered for and were given the unenviable job of filling in
for Holly and his band at the Moorhead engagement. Vee went on to become a bona fide star. His three sons,
all musicians, performed with him there. In a concert at Midway Stadium in St. Paul, Minnesota , on July 10, ,
Dylan said he had been on the stage with many stars, but that none of them were as meaningful as Vee. Dylan
said in a video recording of the concert: Thank you everyone, thank you friends. And everybody from Mick
Jagger to Madonna. And everybody in there in between. I want to say that Bobby Vee is actually here tonight.
Maybe you can show your appreciation with just a round of applause. Dylan also recalled that Vee "had a
metallic, edgy tone to his voice and it was as musical as a silver bell. Cloud, Minnesota, where he and Karen
organized annual fundraising concerts to provide music and arts facilities for local children. In , friends and
family contributed to his final new recordings which were eventually released as The Adobe Sessions on
February 3, On October 24, , Vee died from complications of the disease at the age of
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They creative a fun, relaxed atmosphere for your guests. And when your guests are happy, more than likely so
is your bank account. So what do you do when you have a large crowd of people It may seem as though
playing a game would take up too much time from your presentation? What I like to do when I have a big
crowd of people at my parties is to play a quick Passing game. These are games that get the whole room
involved without taking up too much time. Read on for a few silly party games that you can try out your next
big party. Silly Party Games 1: Clothespin Buzzwords Now this is a game that I love to play. And the great
thing is that it is a game that lasts throughout the party without really disrupting it. So here is what you want to
do. Before the party gets going choose a buzzword. It can be anything. It can also have something to do with
the theme of the party. As each guests arrives at the party, give them a clothespin and attach it to their shirt.
Tell them what the buzzword is and tell them to avoid using it during the party. If any of the guests does use
the buzzword, someone can steal their clothespin from them. At the end of the party, the person with the most
clothespins wins. Silly party games 2: Hot Potato This is a fun way to give out a gift. Tell your guests to stand
in a circle. And hand one of them the gift. Turn your back and instruct them to start passing the gift around the
circle. This is the cue for them to stop passing the gift. Another option is to play music and when the music
stops, so should the passing of the gift. The person who is left holding the gift is out. Continue until only one
person is left in the game. That person is the winner. Silly party games 3: To play this you tell everyone to sit
or stand in a circle. You hand the gift to one person and instruct that the gift be passed to the left or right as
you read the following story. The person left holding the gift is the winner.! I hope nothing will be LEFT out.
So there is really nothing LEFT for me to do now except to congratulate the winner! These are just some of
the many party plan games out there.
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Bakerâ€”Fancher party In early , the several groups of emigrants from the northwestern Arkansas region
started their trek to California , when they later joined all together to form a group known as the
Bakerâ€”Fancher party. This group was initially referred to as both the Baker train and the Perkins train, but
after being joined by other Arkansas trains and making its way west, was soon called the Bakerâ€”Fancher
train or party. It was named for "Colonel" Alexander Fancher who, having already made the journey to
California twice before, had become its main leader. The party reached Salt Lake City with about members.
Interactions with Mormon settlers[ edit ] See also: President James Buchanan had recently issued an order to
send troops to Utah. Rumors spread in the territory about the motives for the federal troop movement. Young
issued various orders, urging the local population to prepare for the arrival of the troops. Eventually Young
issued a declaration of martial law. In August , the Mormon apostle George A. Smith , of Parowan , traveled
throughout southern Utah, instructing the settlers to stockpile grain. Christopher Kit Fancher survivor of the
Mountain Meadows Massacre While many witnesses said that the Fanchers were in general a peaceful party
whose members behaved well along the trail, rumors spread about aggressive and threatening behavior and
other misdeeds. Brevet Major James Henry Carleton led the first federal investigation of the murders,
published in Carleton interviewed the father of a child who allegedly died from this poisoned spring, and
accepted the sincerity of the grieving father. But, he also included a statement from an investigator who did
not believe the Fancher party was capable of poisoning the spring, given its size. Dame and Isaac C. Haight
and Dame were, in addition, the senior regional military leaders of the Mormon militia. Haight decided to send
a messenger south to John D. Seven emigrants were killed during the opening attack and were buried
somewhere within the wagon encirclement. Sixteen more were wounded. This resulted in an order to kill all
the emigrants, with the exception of small children. Haight â€”Battalion Commanderâ€”died Arizona Maj.
Higbee, said to have shouted the command to begin the killings. He claimed that he reluctantly participated in
the massacre and only to bury the dead who he thought were victims of an "Indian attack. Lee , constable,
judge, and Indian Agent. Having conspired in advance with his immediate commander, Isaac C. Haight , Lee
led the initial assault, and falsely offered emigrants safe passage prior to their mile-long march to the field
where they were ultimately massacred. He was the only participant convicted. Philip Klingensmith, a Bishop
in the church and a private in the militia. Killings and aftermath of the massacre[ edit ] Main article: Killings
and aftermath of the Mountain Meadows massacre On Friday, September 11, , two militiamen approached the
Bakerâ€”Fancher party wagons with a white flag and were soon followed by Indian Agent and militia officer
John D. The adult men were separated from the women and children. The men were paired with a militia
escort. When a signal was given, the militiamen turned and shot the male members of the Bakerâ€”Fancher
party standing by their side. The women and children were then ambushed and killed by more militia that
were hiding in nearby bushes and ravines. Members of the militia were sworn to secrecy. A plan was set to
blame the massacre on the Native Americans. The militia did not kill at least seventeen children who were
under the age of 7 and deemed too young to relate the story. These children were taken in by local Mormon
families; seventeen of the children were later reclaimed through the efforts of the U. Army and returned to
relatives in Arkansas. Some of the cattle were taken to Salt Lake City and sold or traded. The remaining
personal property of the Bakerâ€”Fancher party was taken to the tithing house at Cedar City and auctioned off
to local Mormons. Investigations and prosecutions relating to the Mountain Meadows massacre An early
investigation was conducted by Brigham Young, [12] who interviewed John D. Lee on September 29, In ,
Young sent a report to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs stating that the massacre was the work of Native
Americans. The Utah War delayed any investigation by the U. Carleton interviewed a few local Mormon
settlers and Paiute Native American chiefs, and concluded that there was Mormon involvement in the
massacre. He issued a report in May , addressed to the U. Assistant Adjutant-General, setting forth his
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findings. Jacob Forney, Superintendent of Indian Affairs for Utah, also conducted an investigation that
included visiting the region in the summer of and retrieved many of the surviving children of massacre victims
who had been housed with Mormon families, and gathered them in preparation of transporting them to their
relatives in Arkansas. Congress called the mass killings a "heinous crime", [6] blaming both local and senior
church leaders for the massacre. A federal judge brought into the territory after the Utah War, Judge John
Cradlebaugh , in March convened a grand jury in Provo concerning the massacre, but the jury declined any
indictments. Lee, Isaac Haight, and John Higbee, but these men fled before they could be found. Lee is seated,
next to his coffin. Further investigations, cut short by the American Civil War in , [25] again proceeded in
when prosecutors obtained the affidavit of militia member Philip Klingensmith. Klingensmith had been a
bishop and blacksmith from Cedar City; by the s, however, he had left the church and moved to Nevada.
Stewart and Samuel Jukes who had gone into hiding. Klingensmith escaped prosecution by agreeing to testify.
Human skeletons, disjointed bones, ghastly skulls and the hair of women were scattered in frightful profusion
over a distance of two miles. The first published report on the incident was made in by Carleton, who had been
tasked by the U. Army to investigate the incident and bury the still exposed corpses at Mountain Meadows. In
, Mark Twain commented on the massacre through the lens of contemporary American public opinion in an
appendix to his semi-autobiographical travel book Roughing It. In , the massacre was a prominent feature of a
history by T. Stenhouse , The Rocky Mountain Saints. Smith was sent to southern Utah by Brigham Young to
direct the massacre and stating that the local church and city leaders had prayed together in a circle and told
him it was their duty to kill the emigrants. Gibbs, who also attributed responsibility for the massacre to Young
and Smith. The first detailed and comprehensive work using modern historical methods was The Mountain
Meadows Massacre in by Juanita Brooks , a Mormon scholar who lived near the area in southern Utah. Brooks
found no evidence of direct involvement by Brigham Young, but charged him with obstructing the
investigation and provoking the attack through his rhetoric. In , it excommunicated some of the participants
for their role in the massacre, [43] and from that point the LDS Church has condemned the massacre and
acknowledged involvement by local Mormon leaders. Church officials discouraged historian Juanita Brooks
from investigating the matter. During the mids, Young instituted a Mormon Reformation , intending to "lay
the axe at the root of the tree of sin and iniquity". In addition, during the prior decades, the religion had
undergone a period of intense persecution in the American Midwest, and faithful Mormons moved west to
escape persecution in midwestern towns. In particular, they were officially expelled from the state of Missouri
during the Mormon War , during which prominent Mormon apostle David W. Patten was killed in battle. Just
months before the Mountain Meadows Massacre, Mormons received word that yet another apostle had been
killed: Smith Apostle who met the Bakerâ€”Fancher party before touring Parowan and neighboring
settlements before the massacre Main article: War hysteria preceding the Mountain Meadows massacre The
Mountain Meadows Massacre was caused in part by events relating to the Utah War , an deployment toward
the Utah Territory of the United States Army , whose arrival was peaceful. In the summer of , however, the
Mormons expected an all-out invasion of apocalyptic significance. From July to September , Mormon leaders
and their followers prepared for a siege. Mormons were required to stockpile grain, and were enjoined against
selling grain to emigrants for use as cattle feed. As far-off Mormon colonies retreated, Parowan and Cedar
City became isolated and vulnerable outposts. It has been reported that Brigham Young sought to enlist the
help of Native American tribes in fighting the "Americans", encouraging them to steal cattle from emigrant
trains, and to join Mormons in fighting the approaching army. He met with many of the eventual participants
in the massacre, including W. Dame, Isaac Haight, John D. Lee and Chief Jackson, leader of a band of Paiutes.
When Smith returned to Salt Lake, Brigham Young met with these leaders on September 1, , and encouraged
them to fight against the Americans in the anticipated clash with the U. They were also offered all of the
livestock then on the road to California, which included that belonging to the Bakerâ€”Fancher party. Young
was theocratic leader of the Utah Territory at the time of the massacre. There is a consensus among historians
that Brigham Young played a role in provoking the massacre, at least unwittingly, and in concealing its
evidence after the fact; however, they debate whether Young knew about the planned massacre ahead of time
and whether he initially condoned it before later taking a strong public stand against it. Following the
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massacre, Young stated in public forums that God had taken vengeance on the Bakerâ€”Fancher party. In
regard to emigration trains passing through our settlements, we must not interfere with them until they are first
notified to keep away. You must not meddle with them. The Indians we expect will do as they please but you
should try and preserve good feelings with them. There are no other trains going south that I know of[.
President James Buchanan implied that face-to-face communications with Brigham Young might have averted
the conflict, and Young argued that a north-south telegraph line in Utah could have prevented the Mountain
Meadows Massacre. The Utah State Historical Society, who maintains the document in its archives,
acknowledges a possible connection to Mark Hofmann , a convicted forger and extortionist, via go-between
Lyn Jacobs who provided the society with the document. Remembrances of the Mountain Meadows massacre
The first monument for the victims was built two years after the massacre, by Major Carleton and the U. This
monument was a simple cairn built over the gravesite of 34 victims, and was topped by a large cedar cross.
Wilford Woodruff, who later became President of the Church, claimed that upon reading the inscription on the
cross, which read, "Vengeance is mine, thus saith the Lord.
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Shadow wears black ninja attire with his hood up and dons a mask, hiding his facial characteristics. In
flashbacks he is sandy-haired, wearing a brown scarf and cloak over black clothes. Shadow has a troubled
past, later warns Terra about "people who have killed their emotions", and encourages her not to do the same.
In Thamasa , Shadow rescues the party from a burning house , though he claims it was only to retrieve
Interceptor. Despite his cold and taciturn exterior, Shadow does develop a kinship with the party, and he does
oppose inhumane actions. Skip section Shadow used to go by the name Clyde, a thief who worked with his
partner, Baram. Baram was wounded and begged Clyde to kill him to avoid capture. Clyde was unable to kill
his friend and fled. He found himself in the small town of Thamasa where he married a woman and fathered a
baby girl. He could not hide from his past, so some years later he left his wife and daughter and changed his
identity. He would wear the attire of a dark assassin, and would never show his face. His dog, Interceptor,
followed him out of Thamasa. From then on he would only be known as "Shadow. The party meets Shadow in
South Figaro. On the way, they pass through an Imperial Camp set up to manage the Siege of Doma. Cyan
Garamonde , a knight of Doma, comes to the camp to exact his revenge on the Imperials. Sabin and Shadow
help out, and together they escape the camp on Magitek Armor. The three travel south through the Phantom
Forest , and accidentally board the Phantom Train. To get off they make their way to the engine and stop the
train. Shadow pops up next in Kohlingen during the search for Terra, but he refuses to join the party unless
they pay him 3, gil. Still, he would only help them as far as Zozo at most. Alternatively, the party can hire him
after Zozo, but he will leave during the opera. Shadow is hired by the Gestahlian Empire to assist in the
mission to Crescent Island. On the way, he overhears an intimate conversation between Terra and General Leo
, after which he assures Terra he does not care, as his emotions are dead. Interceptor is friendly to Relm, which
confuses Shadow. That night Relm is trapped in a burning building, and Terra, Locke, and Strago venture
inside to save her. Shadow does not come until Interceptor tries to rescue Relm. Shadow arrives just as
everyone is about to burn to death, and helps them by using a smoke bomb to escape. Afterward, he takes
Interceptor and leaves Thamasa. The party finds Shadow. Shadow is found wounded on the Floating
Continent. He helps the party navigate it and defeat Ultima Weapon , after which he leaves because he is
ashamed he ever served the empire and feels unworthy of fighting alongside the party. Kefka kills Emperor
Gestahl over the control of the Warring Triad and begins to move the statues out of their delicate balance,
which changes the face of the world. Shadow tries to move the statues back in balance and stop Kefka so the
party can escape the Floating Continent, but the party can choose to wait for him. If the party waits until the
last five seconds, Shadow will jump onto the Blackjack. If the party waited for him, Shadow appears in the
World of Ruin ; otherwise, he presumably dies. One year later, if the party waited for Shadow, he can be
found, wounded, in the Cave on the Veldt otherwise, Relm appears in his stead. To rescue him, the party
defeats the Behemoth King and takes him to Thamasa to recover. If the party wagers it, they fight Shadow. If
they win, Shadow rejoins permanently. Shadow decided to end his life. After the party has killed Kefka and is
escaping his crumbling tower, Shadow says "Baram It looks like I can finally stop running Come and find me
all right? Baram was killed when fleeing the authorities, but Shadow escaped to Thamasa, where he fell in
love with a woman and fathered a child before leaving the village to keep his past from catching up with him.
The village dog, Interceptor, followed him. Shadow orders Interceptor to stay with Relm. If the party allows
Shadow to die on the Floating Continent, the flashback sequence viewed when rescuing Relm shows Strago
speaking to Relm who cries out for "Daddy" and asks where he went and if he will come back, before
Interceptor leaves the house. In the original North American Super NES release, he tells Interceptor to stay
with "the girl," but the word used for "girl" in the Japanese release could also be used as a humble form of
"daughter. The developers considered having a scene in a bar presumably in Thamasa where Strago asks
Shadow to reveal his identity. The dialogue was supposed to be as follows: I have one request Show me your
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face. Even if you are him, I have no intention of wasting time trying to talk you into staying. I just want to
know He takes off his mask and shows Strago his face.
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After just missing Lloyd, the party arrives in the Kingdom of Tiberoa ; the party explores the capitol city Fletz
and discover majority of its residents are tanned-skin individuals who believe in the stars as deities. While the
inhabitants seem friendly, they also keep their doors locked in fear of the neighboring bandits in the Barrens.
Fletz , Capitol City of Tiberoa While exploring the far end of the town near the Twin Castle , the group spots
Princess Emille in the streets who is said to be beautiful and graceful However the Princess appears to be rude
to the townsfolk shocking Albert, who was previously fond of her, in particular. At the town bar, they meet the
town gossip Kaffi , who suggests Dart visit the local astronomer Fester when asked about Lloyd. Deciding to
stay in Fletz for the night, the party meets Nello , a gardener whose goal is to fill Fletz and the Barrens with
green life. The morning after, the party heads north to the Barrens to continue searching for Lloyd. Rose
declares that Dart should get it back immediately and the remaining party members follow Mappi to the
flower town Donau. Before the party arrives, a woman named Wink is about to be attacked by invading
bandits before she is surprisingly rescued by Lloyd. She thanks him and he quickly disappears before the party
can discover him. The party meets the town mayor and his soon to be step-daughter Kate. As they head out,
they witness a young female dancer successfully fight off more bandits. They reluctantly accept her invitation
to join them. After Fester offers a way for the party to re-enter the Twin Castle, Dart and Albert speak to King
Zior with him giving them the seal verifying authorization to enter the Valley with no protest. The Former
Disciple Edit After leaving Fletz, the party heads west of the Barrens to go through the Valley of Corrupted
Gravity, which contains areas with floating boulders and some platforms containing reverse gravity properties.
Home of Gigantos , hideout of the Gehrich Gang The party continues their quest to the Home of Gigantos
while battling bandits that fight similar to Haschel. Haschel later sneaks behind Meru and knocks her
unconscious intending confront his former star pupil Gehrich alone. The ensuing fight ends with Mappi
defeated and Haschel connecting a fatal punch to Gehrich, making his body impact a support pillar which
threatens to collapse on every person present. Just as all hope is lost, Kongol appears out of nowhere to catch
pillar and save the lives of his former opponents. Kongol reveals he wants to join the group because they were
able to defeat his guardian Emperor Doel back in Kazas. Dart, Shana, and Meru watch as a bouquet is tossed
into the crowd. Either Shana or Meru catches it dependent on the player pressing the X-Button when the
activity icon appears. If successful, Shana catches it and thanks Dart. If ignored or missed, Meru snatches the
bouquet and says "Looks like you and I are next Dart"; Shana asks Dart what does Meru mean before he
shrugs it off. Shana tries to use her Dragoon Spirit to help before Rose warns her and Albert awakens Emille
before leaving the painting. The group battles her while she demonstrates her powerful melee attacks and
arcane magic. After the fight, she concedes they are a challenge and her wings of light carry her to the
window; she fortuitously reveals she will be carrying the Moon Dagger to her love in Fueno. Thus informed,
the party makes haste to retrieve the Moon Dagger. On-board, Shana thinks of her journey, mysterious
powers, and finds Dart to try and admit her feelings to him while Dart is in deep thought. Before Dart reaches
any conclusion, Shana takes off leaving Dart to return his thoughts to the Black Monster. Dart seeks out Rose
for information but she claims she has none relating to the Black Monster. Revenge does not generate
anything. Wanting to relax, Rose explores the ship until she spots Haschel. Haschel asks Rose why she travels
with the group and accuses her of rushing herself to death. After Rose leaves slightly angry, Haschel thinks of
Claire and her friend training before the former ran away. When Haschel comes to the conclusion that he
involves himself too much, he realizes that his journey with Dart and party makes him support the passion of
his family and friends. Albert claims friends are people who walk the same road despite having different
objectives equating the meaning to Kongol fighting for Doel to make all species equal. After Meru plays a
prank on Albert, she makes her way to Dart and they round up the rest of the group. While the Queen Fury
crew work on repairing the latter, the party explore the Phantom Ship after Shana is drawn to it. Ghostly crew
members repeatedly block their path as they attempt to discover the mystery of the doomed ship. The ghost
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ship then starts sinking so the party hastily heads for the Queen Fury. The party minus Dart and Rose jump
safely on the Queen Fury. As Rose scrambles on-board, Dart is forced to leap for safety. When Rose can only
grab his hand, Dart commands her to let go, but Rose says she will not let this happen twice before they both
fall into the rough seas. Before eventually reaching Fueno, the group passes by the Undersea Cavern.
Everyone is surprised to see them both alive, especially Shana who shares a tender moment with Dart before
being interrupted. Dart and Rose is then teased about what they did alone in Lideria. The Mayor reluctantly
tells the group how to open the floodgates that keep people safe and reopens the path. Lenus gives Lloyd the
Moon Dagger before being interrupted by the arrival of the party. Lloyd invites them to follow him to Mille
Sesau and leaves Lenus behind to buy him time to escape. Lenus transforms into the Blue Sea Dragoon; the
group fights her and the Sea Dragon, Regole for a solution to a bug that can occur here, see the Lenus or
Regole articles. Lenus dies, but happy to have given her all for Lloyd. While the party is down about their
failure to return the Moon Dagger, King Zior instead thanks the party for saving Emille, Tiberoa, and telling
them they are just in time for the celebration. While majority of the party prepares for the night, romance
blossoms between Albert and Emille while Dart and Shana go outside the Twin Castle to admit their feelings
for each other despite being constantly interrupted. At the celebration, Dart looks for Shana to continue their
previous conversation. At first he dances with Meru to keep her company, then he follows Rose who gives her
blessing to him and Shana. Dart finds Shana dressed up in a ball gown and talks to her in the moonlight before
they spot a shooting star. They both make a wish upon falling star; Shana wishes for her dream to come true,
and Dart says it will because he wished the same thing. The two share their first kiss.
Chapter 7 : Password to the Shadows | Search Party Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The crew kicks into high gear sleuthing when they discover their biggest lead yet and they have no choice but to pay off
an unlikely source for Chantal's possible whereabouts.

Chapter 8 : "Search Party" Password to the Shadows (TV Episode ) - IMDb
The 'Party Up' feature was announced alongside the release of the 'Shadow War' DLC and allows players to 'share' the
new maps included. Shadow War launched first for PlayStation 4 users on Tuesday, August 28, and features three new
multiplayer maps, a new War Mode Operation, and one new.

Chapter 9 : The Party (The Passing of Shadows): Steven D. Fortney: blog.quintoapp.com: Books
The Darkening (é»’åŒ– Kokuka) is a terminology used in the Corpse Party series. It is the process in which a victim
succumbs to negative emotions, such as hatred, grief, sadness, envy, jealousy, etc.
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